
CHALLENGE
The client’s legal teams had hundreds of matters where they needed to support privilege claims within  
jurisdictions where the courts required a categorical privilege log. Their teams were wasting time and energy 
sorting through the numerous variations of names and email addresses for individuals represented on the  
logs and collating the information by descriptive categories instead of at the document level. Even with  
the assistance of litigation support staff and analytics tools, the teams spent well over a week creating one  

categorical privilege log. They simply weren’t getting the job done quickly enough to rapidly respond to the court’s 
requests. Nor were the name normalization solutions they utilized producing refined enough results to streamline the 
process, requiring substantial time and intensive manual cleanup work to get to the finished product.  The client turned 
to Gulfstream to develop a solution.

SOLUTION
To address the client’s challenges, Gulfstream utilized  
H5 Matter Analytics® and Relativity® to develop a categorical  
privilege log builder to help its client meet the tight court  
timelines. Gulfstream utilized their Relativity application 

development expertise and knowledge to create a custom Relativity 
application.  The application combined the high-quality Name  
Normalization inputs from H5 Matter Analytics, the client’s work  
product, and other metadata features into a categorical formulation 
of the privilege log.  

H5 Matter Analytics name normalization identifies and easily  
combines variances in people, email addresses and names with  
minimal effort from Gulfstream’s team. By utilizing H5 Matter  
Analytics name normalization outputs, not only could Gulfstream  
run their application directly in Relativity, they could trust the quality 
of the outputs and feed reliable information into their categorical  
privilege log builder with m  inimal cleanup necessary. 

With Gulfstream’s categorical privilege log builder, the client’s legal teams 
were now equipped with the ability to pull all of the necessary information for 
the privilege log and reformat the information into the categorical privilege log 
within the Relativity workspace.  

OUTCOME
Gulfstream’s categorical privilege log builder powered by H5 Matter Analytics name normalization  
outputs saved the client significant time - reducing the time its team spent on creating categorical 
privilege logs, in the words of Ari Mandel of Gulfstream, “from over a week to a mere 30 - 45 seconds.” 
As a result, the team was better equipped to confidently meet its court deadlines while saving money.

The client was so delighted with the quality of their categorical privilege logs and the time savings it provided  
that they engaged H5 to assess additional ways H5 Matter Analytics can help them streamline other aspects  
of their privilege review. 

Gulfstream has also replicated these results within their categorical privilege log process in almost 60 matters 
across multiple projects and clients – from Am Law 50 law firms to large corporate enterprises. 
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Gulfstream’s Use of H5 Matter Analytics®  
Name Normalization Outputs Takes Categorical  
Privilege Logging from a Matter of Days to Less 
Than a Minute

To learn more, contact Ari Mandel at amandel@gulfstream.com

Using a combination of high quality name 
normalization output from H5 Matter 
Analytics® and Gulfstream’s categorical 
priv log tool, we were able to eliminate 
many of the pain points in our categorical 
priv log process.  Given how quickly the 
solution can generate the privilege logs, 
right inside of Relativity, it saved us many 
days of manual labor that we simply 
couldn’t get from any other combination 
of technologies.”
– eDiscovery Staff Attorney, Am Law 50 Law Firm
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